CLIMBING WALLS
AND ACCESSORIES

CLIMBING SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE FUTURE

WHO IS CITYWALL
CITYWALL as a brandname has been present on the sportclimbing market
for twenty years. We offer a complete technical support to our customers:
consulting, designing, engineering, production, installation, testing,
servicing, instruction courses, routesetting and accessories supply.
CITYWALL brand includes a comprehensive range of all types of climbing
walls, matresses, playground climbing equipment and other climbing
accessories. We consider ourselves as a total-solution provider.
In all these years we have developed many different materials, shapes and
technologies. Development is our driving force and in this we firmly believe.
CITYWALL is a synonim for quality, innovation, safety and enjoyment, as a
result of years of tradition and experience.
CITYWALL projects and products are being carried out in European
countries, in Austria, Germany, Spain, Switzerland, Italy, Hungary, Croatia,
Serbia, Sweden and Norway.
We are expanding our activities further to Asian and North American
market, to Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, India, Japan and Canada.
We will surely satisfy all your requests.
Our advantages are:
• quick response
• comprehensive approach
• personal communication
• constant availability throughout the whole process of the project
• wide selection of materials
• unique solutions and
• professional team.
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QUALITY

ENJOYMENT

We use and implement only the best materials and we strive to have
no complaints. CITYWALL products and service will meet and exceed
customer´s expectations.

Climbing itself gives a feeling of total freedom.

Satisfied customer

With proper use and regular maintenance our products have long life
time expectancy even after the warranty period has expired.
Our aim is a satisfied customer.

INNOVATION
The power of inspiration

We constantly adapt to the needs and requirements of the market and
customers. We seek and find new and different solutions.
The customer is our inspiration.

SAFETY

Life is beautiful

If however combine climbing, freedom and CITYWALL, the result may
be pure pleasure.

TRADITION
Focused to the future

In our team we have experts, who have been dealing with climbing for
several decades. All these years we follow the needs and development
of sports climbing as a sports activity and we create the development of
the industry itself.
Coming from Slovenia, country with the best alpinists and sport climbers
in the world, we have an opportunity to include in our team the experts,
that represent the new generation of climbing.
We are combining many years of experience and knowledge of new
trends in climbing as a sport and as industry.

Feel secure

CITYWALL products are made in accordance with all regular safety
standards and they have passed all the required tests, certificates and
statements of compliance.
We ensure, that safety standards are taken into account during
installation and implementation.
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VERTICAL LIFE
The art of climbing
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CLIMBING
WALLS FOR
KINDERGARDENS
Climbing as a primal form of movement should be encouraged. CITYWALL
will bring it closer to the children!
With the use of climbing holds of kid´s shapes the children will be
motivated even more!
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CLIMBING
WALLS FOR
SCHOOLS
Each school should have a climbing wall as a part of sports
equipment in a school gym or outside.
CITYWALL team will advise you to choose the optimal,
safe and functional solution for your available space, either
indoor or outdoor, boulder or high climbing wall.
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CLIMBING CENTRES
Climbing as an urban sport is increasingly on the rise. An intensive daily pace
of life requires of you a moment to stop and to take some time for yourself.
A climbing centre is the right place to forget about your everyday concerns.
Our CITYWALL team will take care of the engineering of the whole project of
your climbing centre: from the idea to the execution. Our advantage is quick
responsiveness, dedication to the project, availability to the customers and
readiness to react 24/7.
Our polyester and plywood division enable us to supply different materials
for climbing surface as well as for subconstruction.
You can choose from our wide selection of accessories, such as climbing holds
and volumes from our own production, but we can provide also other well
known brands.
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CLIMBING
TOWERS
These attractive climbing structures are especially
recommended for tourist and recreational areas, but as well
for military forces, civil defence or fire brigade practice. A
platform on the top can be used for rapelling or zip line, that
will increase the adrenaline climbing experience.
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ARTIFICIAL
SELFSTANDING
BOULDERS
With its attractive design a climbing boulder can be a decorative and
functional accessory of playgrounds, schools, parks, sports and tourist
areas, indoor or outdoor climbing centres. It is considered a low climbing
wall, where no rope protection is needed.
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MOBILE
CLIMBING
WALLS
Parties, promotions, fairs, presentations, team building.
CITYWALL mobile climbing wall on a trailer will be an
absolute star of your event!
It is made of glass reinforced polyester, either in
Realrock or Freeform climbing surface option, but we
can make it completely flat made out of custom made
triangles.
You can choose among boulder and tower option.
To rent or to purchase.
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CLIMBING WALLS
ON CRUISESHIPS
CITYWALL has specialized in building climbing walls on luxury cruise
ships, where we use materials, resistant to extreme weather impacts.
These climbing walls can be made of modular polyester panels, as well
as of custom made flat triangles or custom made Freeform surface,
resembling natural rock-like surface.
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CLIMBING WALLS
FOR POOL AREAS
Climbing is an adrenaline sport.
A climbing wall can be implemented as a part of water attractions
in aquaparks, spas, pool areas. Climbing on CITYWALL climbing wall
above a pool will add a special adrenaline experience to the visitors.
We will add climbing holds and the screw material, that is
appropriate for wet and moist areas, so that no rust will appear.
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DECORATIVE WALLS AND CLIMBING
WALLS AS A CONSTRUCTION
ELEMENT
Climbing wall surface is not intended just for climbing. It can be an
attractive eye-catcher as a construction element.
Since we follow the same standards as for climbing walls and we
use materials for outdoor purposes, these surfaces are strong and
resistant to extreme climate conditions. We can implement water
elements such as waterfall or pond and add some artificial greenery
to get more natural look.
CITYWALL modular outdoor polyester panels can be used for
covering the facade, as well as custom made Freeform or Realrock
surface, which is an exact copy of a natural rock.
If you require a larger quantity of climbing panels, we can arrange
molds adjusted to your particular project.
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TRAINING PROGRAM
We can fully equip your training corner with a
custom made stick board, campus board or sloper
board.
CITYWALL inclination climbing wall is an excellent
choice to supervise your climbing improvement. Its
inclination can be changed with an electric motor by
using a remote control.
Become better with CITYWALL!
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PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT
All CITYWALL playground equipment is compliant with EN 1176
standard and has got a Certificate of compliancy.
Following the customer´s requests we can make custom made
playground climbing equipment as well. We check static stability and
take care that all the safety standards are taken into account.
Our team of artists will put your imagination into reality!
CITYWALL has designed climbing holds for children, that meet the EN
1176 standard. The system of two screws prevents turning and their
special shape does not allow any part of the body to get stuck.
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ONLY SKY IS THE LIMIT
Total freedom

PLYWOOD OR
POLYESTER
CLIMBING
SURFACES
At CITYWALL we are offering a wide selection of
options for climbing surfaces regarding materials and
the covering of panels.
The polyester climbing surface is appropriate for
indoor or outdoor climbing walls, while plywood is
mostly used for indoor climbing walls.

Multi coloured surface with lines
or curves

The modular system of flat or three
dimensional polyester freeform
panels is advised for climbing walls
for kindergardens, school and
recreational climbing walls

Custom made polyester flat
triangles and other custom made
shapes enable to have a high
quality weather resistant and
diverse outdoor climbing wall.

Especially kindergardens will
more likely choose a coloured
surface with vivid and attractive
colours, or perhaps a printed
surface to include didactic aspect
to the climbing wall.

The freeform polyester surface
imitates a rock-like morphology,
and what is the best about it –
imagination has no limit!

Getting more natural appearance
of the climbing wall surface by
using transparent glaze.

Realrock climbing surface
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CRACKS AND HANDMADE
STRUCTURES
Our GRP division enables us to follow nature by
mimicking the natural features, structures, surfaces.
We can make nature-like cracks, that will make you
feel like you are climbing in a big wall.
Our handmade stalactites and cave rock formations
will leave you breathless.
Wake up, it´s CITYWALL!
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PRODUCTION FOR OTHER BRANDS
AND BRINGING YOUR IDEAS TO LIFE
Specific local market needs sometimes require
specific products. We can take care for realization
of your idea, development of your product and its
production.
Together with our catalan partner Happyludic we
brought to life the Triplets and a bored witch, a
famous catalan story. All the characters from the
story are part of the playground elements and a real
highlight for the children.
We produce for other brands. Join us, Happyludic,
Didak´s climbing holds, Pyramide and Volx!
Choose among plywood or polyester material for
your products.
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CST Climbing Systems and Technology Ltd.
Koštialova 32
8000 Novo mesto
Slovenia (EU)
Business unit Ljubljana Črnuče
Brnčičeva 9
1133 Ljubljana Črnuče
Slovenia (EU)
Phone: +386 (0) 41 953 855
e-mail: info@citywall.si
web: www.citywall.si

